Summer Count Program Underway
The Saint Cloud Area Planning Organization deploys two portable bicycle and pedestrian
counters on trails to record the number of nonmotorized users. The purpose of collecting
this data is to measure change in usage over time, prioritize investment of new and
existing infrastructure, and to assist in planning and designing future facilities. The
counters are deployed at 18 locations across the metro area, for one week at a time in
each meteorological season (winter, spring, summer, and fall). A seasonal count average
of nonmotorized users is developed to help understand usage, which is then broken out for
bicycles and pedestrians into day of week, time of day, and direction of travel for further
analysis.
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TIP Public Comment Period Opens July 14
The APO is looking for comments on the draft 2022-2025 Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP).
The TIP is a federally mandated, annually prepared document that contains highway,
transit, and other surface transportation projects for which Federal and/or state funds are
programmed to occur over the next four years.
APO staff is in the process of completing the fiscal years 2022-2025 TIP and is asking for
your opinion on these proposed projects.
Between July 14 and Aug. 13, 2021, APO staff will be releasing the document for public
review. The TIP will be available for review online (www.stcloudapo.org) and at the APO’s
Office (1040 County Road 4, St. Cloud, MN 56303).
You can provide feedback on the document and the proposed projects by completing an
online survey (links available on the APO’s website) or by contacting Senior Transportation
St Cloud(ikeogu@stcloudapo.org
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an in-person meeting and a Facebook Live as well. The APO website will be updated with
more information closer to the kick-off of public comment.
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Transportation is important. Biking, walking, riding the bus, and driving help get
us to where we need to go. But what about in the future? Help us LOOK
AHEAD to 2050.
One of the key responsibilities of the APO is to develop a regional long-range,
multimodal surface transportation plan. Known as the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP), this document – among other things – must outline
a transportation vision for the future.
That’s where you come in. From now through Sept. 10, we will be asking you to
share your transportation story. What’s working great right now? What’s
something that we definitely need to work on to improve your transportation
experience both now and in the future (think within the next 20 years)?
We want to hear from you about what needs to change about transportation in
the future.
You can share your ideas through our online survey
(https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/8RJXPZK), by email
(ikeogu@stcloudapo.org), by phone (320-252-7568), or by mail (1040 County
Road 4, St. Cloud, MN 56303).
Help us LOOK AHEAD to 2050, today!
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This fall, a survey firm will begin contacting households in the region to ask for
their participation in a travel survey. Resource Systems Group (RSG), will
contact a random sample of local addresses by mail to provide more details
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about the survey and solicit the household’s commitment to completing the
survey. Each household that successfully completes the survey will receive a
small stipend as compensation for their participation. The APO’s goal is to get
completed surveys from at least 1,000 different households.
Completing the survey involves a short demographic questionnaire and then, if
the household qualifies, keeping a travel diary of all trips over a given period of
time. RSG does have a smartphone app that can automatically track trips, so
much of the data could be collected passively. But, there will also be an option
to log into a website to manually report trips instead of using the app.
The travel survey will help the APO better understand how people across the
region and different demographic groups are meeting their daily travel needs.
This information will also be used to assist the APO in its long-range
transportation planning efforts.
If you are interested in volunteering to be surveyed, contact Amber Blattner at
the APO (admin@stcloudapo.org or 320-252-7568) and provide your contact
information.
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Get Involved with Saint Cloud APO
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